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Abstract. Programmable self-assembly of chained modules holds poten-
tial for the automatic shape formation of morphologically adapted robots.
However, current systems are limited to modules of uniform rigidity,
which restricts the range of obtainable morphologies and thus the func-
tionalities of the system. To address these challenges, we previously intro-
duced “soft cells” as modules that can obtain different mechanical softness
pre-setting. We showed that such a system can obtain a higher diversity of
morphologies compared to state-of-the-art systems and we illustrated the
system’s potential by demonstrating the self-assembly of complex mor-
phologies. In this paper, we extend our previous work and present an
automatic method that exploits our system’s capabilities in order to find
a linear chain of soft cells that self-folds into a target 2-D shape.
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1 Introduction

Modular robots have the potential to adapt their morphologies to achieve desired
behaviors upon command [1]. Compared to fixed-morphology robots, modular
robots offer greater adaptability and versatility. However, a major challenge for
modular robots is to have constituent modules interact in such a way that they
self-assemble into a target morphology.

Programmable self-assembly of chained modules is a promising strategy for
automatically generating complex robot morphologies. Inspired by protein-folding,
it provides a means of constructing morphologically and functionally diverse
structures from a minimal set of building blocks. This method has several ben-
efits. First, it is superior to other self-assembly strategies in terms of yield 1

and the range of achievable morphologies [2, 3]. Second, modules can be rel-
atively simple because there is a permanent connectivity constraint between
all modules, which reduces hardware complexity (e.g. for communication or
attachment/detachment between modules) [4]. Third, because of the system’s
intrinsic modularity, it is especially well-suited for in-silico optimization of mor-
phology and functionality using stochastic meta-heuristics such as evolutionary

1 Yield being the difference between actual and desired outcome [3]
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algorithms [5].
Programmable self-assembly of chained robotic modules has previously been

investigated by Griffith [6], who suggested a two-dimensional system composed
of serially connected square tiles. These tiles could move around their connection-
points, resulting in a flexible chain that could fold into different geometric con-
figurations. Through the use of four tile-types with different magnetic patterns,
their system could approximate any two dimensional shape. More recently, this
work was extended to three dimensions, along with algorithms to approximate
any three dimensional shape [7]. Inspired by this work, Knaien et al. [8] devel-
oped a system called “MilliMoteins” that consisted of a chain of electroperma-
nent magnetic motors that could dynamically fold into different configurations.
In another work [9], it was shown that serially connected soft cubes could self-
assemble into a previously designed 3-D shape by being stretched by an external
tension. Finally, Risi et al. [10] presented software results of a custom “printer”
that folds a long ribbon of material bearing additional elements such as virtual
motors and sensors. The authors evolved and optimized robots that had different
morphologies and could perform different forms of locomotion.

All of these systems have demonstrated the potential of programmable self-
assembly for robotics. However, the use of modules with pre-defined shapes and
uniform rigidity has limited the range of morphologies that these systems could
produce. In our previous work, we combined the concepts of programmable self-
assembly and soft robotics [11]. We showed that by introducing components that
can obtain different softness states, the diversity of achievable morphologies at
a given resolution is enhanced. Also, we demonstrated that such a system could
programmatically self-assemble into complex and curvilinear morphologies that
other systems would require significantly more modules to produce. However,
the increased design space of potential morphologies made available by this sys-
tem has, as of yet, been unexplored.

In this paper, we present an automatic method that solves the problem of
how to exploit this newly available design space when a target 2-D shape is
given. In order to approximate any shape with high accuracy, we put emphasis
on matching a 2D hamiltonian path of target shapes. As the search for a hamil-
tonian path through shapes is part of other research [7], we avoid this step and
focus on surface shape matching here. Hence, we provide an algorithm that can
approximate the surface of any 2-D shape with high accuracy using a program-
matically self-assembling system composed of soft modules.

In the following, we start by briefly introducing our previous work before pre-
senting the newly developed algorithm in detail. Subsequently, we explain the
methods and experimental setup used. Finally, we characterize the performance
of the implemented algorithm on randomly generated 2-D benchmark shapes.

2 Soft Cells

In our previous work [11], we introduced a model system composed of “soft cells”
that can obtain different mechanical softness pre-settings. These soft cells are ini-
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Fig. 1. (a) The basic working principle of programmable self-assembly of linear chains:
modules are aligned in series and connected through permanent pivot joints. Local
interactions determine the folding of the chain. (b) Design of soft cells: each cell has
four magnetic sections. According to the distribution of the magnetic regions, four
different cell types have been designed. (c) Schematic representation of local folding
of adjacent soft cells at their initial configuration (left), at the final configuration for
three hard cells (middle), and at the final configuration for three soft cells (right).

tially interconnected at permanent points and arranged as a linear chain. Every
cell possesses specific characteristics in terms of softness and magnetic proper-
ties. The specific characteristics of individual cells in a sequence determines their
local interactions, and ultimately defines how the self-assembly process develops.

Figure 1 displays an example of the basic self-assembly or self-folding process:
cells fold about each joint once the system is released from the initial state. Joint
A specifies the direction of the fold to be counterclockwise and joint B specifies
the direction of the fold to be clockwise. Hence, by setting the folding sequence
to be AAB the system self-assembles into the structure shown on the right of
Figure 1(a).

Soft cells: For simplicity, we model a soft cell as a two dimensional object.
A cell consists of a thin flexible membrane with an operating inner pressure,
which defines its softness.

Local interactions: Each cell’s membrane features specific connection areas
that allow the cell to interact with other cells. In our system, these local interac-
tions depend on magnetic connection areas. A minimal set of four different cell
types has been designed, with four connection areas per cell type (Figure 1(b)).

Folding process Assuming a frictionless environment, self-assembly occurs
as a consequence of the equilibration of magnetic interaction forces and contact
mechanics between adjacent cells (Figure 1(c)).

Contact area and folding angle: Due to contact mechanics the contact
area in equilibrium after folding between two highly soft cells will be larger
compared to the contact area between two harder cells (Figure 1(c)). As a con-
sequence, the angle between three adjacent cells after folding in equilibrium is
also influenced by the softness of the cells (Figure 1(c)). Hence, the system’s equi-
librium state and final morphology is controllable through varying the softness
of the cells.
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3 Algorithm Description

Assumption - Sequential folding
The contact mechanics of mechanically soft, self-assembling components are typ-
ically highly non-linear [11]. In our system, composed of chains of soft cells, the
non-linear effects are further compounded if the self-assembly process happens
in parallel, i.e. all the local interactions between all components occur at the
same time. However, in order to develop a robust algorithm that is capable of
predicting the folding of a system with many components, it is essential to find
a way to cope with these non-linear interactions.

One way of reducing the effects of these non-linear interactions is to force
the folds to occur sequentially, e.g. by using a time-delay or a printing system
such as the one presented in [6]. Because the cells then assemble one-by-one, the
folds are isolated in time and cannot influence each other. This greatly limits
the extent of non-linear interactions.

Modeling
Previously, we investigated and quantified the relation between cell softness, con-
tact area and folding angle α (Figure 1(c)) of adjacent folding cells. Here, in order
to predict the outcome of a single fold, we make use of these previously obtained
results. We use a cubic spline interpolation to model the interplay between the
contact area and the softness of a pair of folding cells.

In order to compare the algorithm to state-of-the-art systems, we also model
a system comprised of cells with uniform hardness. In this system, the contact
area between adjacent cells is always constant.

Algorithm Overview
The main goal of the algorithm is that for a desired resolution (i.e. number of
cells or cell dimension) the cell centers match a given 2-D path as closely as pos-
sible after folding. As we assume sequential folding for the self-assembly process,
we have developed an iterative search algorithm, which aims to set one soft cell
after the other on the given path. In the following, we provide a more detailed
description on the algorithm.

1. Read in a 2-D image. For simplicity we assume that this image contains a
single shape, which can be approximated with a Hamiltonian path.

2. Process the image and extract the surface path. The surface path is extracted
using common image processing techniques: canny edge detection, boundary
tracing and smoothing using a 5-point moving average [16].

3. Set the softness and magnetic pattern of the first two cells: the first cell
is placed at a random position on the surface path and is given a random
magnetic pattern. The orientation of the first cell is set in such a way that the
second cell’s center is on the surface path as well. According to the distance
between the two cell centers, the softness of these cells is determined. The
magnetic pattern is set depending on the folding direction of the second cell.
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Fig. 2. Example of the algorithm intermediate steps: (a) Placement of the first two
cells; (b) Finding the properties of the next cell: ’A’ represents the search direction
vector, ’B’ depicts potential cell positions when folding counter clockwise, ’C’ depicts
potential cell positions when folding clockwise, ’D’ = minDistCounterClockwise and
’E’ = minDistClockwise. See text for details. (c) Output of the algorithm: a sequence
of cells that matches the given surface.

4. Loop over the entire surface path in order to find the softness and magnetic
pattern of the remaining cells. This step is further described in the next
section “Algorithm details”.

5. Once all of the cells have been set, i.e. their softness and magnetic patterns
defined, the algorithm is finished. The result is a 1-D sequence of cells with
specified softnesses and magnetic patterns.

Algorithm Details
In order to find the softness and the magnetic pattern of the next cell such that

its center comes as close to the surface path as possible, the following steps are
executed (see Figure 2):

1. All possible cell positions for the next cell are computed based on the softness
of the previous cell. Varying the potential properties of the next cell (softness,
magnetic pattern) can lead to a range of cell positions (Figure 2(b)).

2. For all potential cell positions the shortest distance to the discretized surface
path is computed.

3. Two cell positions are retained: the one with the shortest distance to the
surface when folding clockwise (minDistClockwise), and the one with the
minimal distance to the surface when folding counterclockwise (minDist-
CounterClockwise)(see Figure 2(b)).

4. Check if the found cell positions are in the search direction of the surface
path (see Figure 2(b)). The search direction is defined as the vector that
spans from the last cell (pivot point on surface path) to the point on the
surface path that is one cell diameter away. A potential cell center is assumed
to be in the search direction if the angle between the surface direction vector
and the vector from a cell position to the closest surface path point is smaller
than 90◦. If one of the two positions is not in line with the search direction,
its corresponding minimal distance is set to infinite.

5. Check for the cell position with the smallest minimal distance to the surface
path and return that position.
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Fig. 3. Randomly generated Gaussian mixture models. Two Gaussian density points
(a) shown in 3-D, (b) shown in 2-D. (c) Thresholding at an arbitrary level yields a
non-uniform shape.

4 Methods

Implementation and Testing
The algorithm as described in the previous section is implemented in MATLAB R©

(Matlab). In order to test the algorithm, its output is tested both in Matlab as
well as in our custom developed physics-based simulation tool “Soft Cell Sim-
ulator” (SCS) [12]. Using our simulation framework enables us to assess the
performance in a physically more plausible and accurate way.

Experimental setup
In order to evaluate the performance of the algorithm in a fair manner, we gener-
ate randomly shaped benchmarks upon which the algorithm is tested. Random
but plausible robot shapes can be obtained when using Gaussian Mixture Mod-
els [13]. In this method, a 2-D workspace contains a list of Gaussian points. Each
point has an associated density and standard deviation. In order to generate a
2-D shape, the linear sum from all Gaussian points is taken and thresholded.
Figure 3 illustrates an example of the method. Two Gaussian points result in
a non-uniform shape. In our experiments, up to five Gaussian points are used,
whereas the points may have different standard deviations. This choice of pa-
rameters typically leads to smooth, freeform shapes that potentially could be
robot morphologies, as has been shown in [17].

Analysis
For assessing the correctness of the algorithm’s output, we compute the geomet-
rical accuracy between a resulting morphology and a target shape (similar to
the geometric accuracy of 3-D printed models [14]):

Geometric Accuracy =
Atarget −Aerror

Atarget
× 100% (1)

where Atarget is the surface-area of the target object and Aerror is the surface
between the centers of the folded cells and the target object. See Figure 4 for an
illustration of this computation.
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In order to validate the physical plausibility of our approach, we feed the
algorithm’s output into SCS and test the self-assembly of the cell sequence. We
then determine the error between the algorithm’s prediction and the physical
simulation by computing the Euclidean distance between the corresponding cell
centers (see Figure 7). The individual errors εi are then summed up such that:

Accumulated Error =

n∑
i=1

εi (2)

5 Results

Ten complex 2-D shape models, which were first created by Gaussian mixture
models and then processed using common image processing tools, were tested
to validate the effectiveness and robustness of the developed algorithm.

Geometric accuracy for randomly generated benchmarks
Figure 4 plots the geometric accuracy of the algorithm output for the randomly
generated benchmarks obtained at different resolution settings (number of cells).
As can be observed in the figure, the accuracy generally increases with a higher
number of cells. This is because, if resolution is low, the cell centers may lay
close to the desired path, but many details of the actual given shape are lost.
An example of this effect is shown in Figure 5, where the approximation of the
snail shape is illustrated at different resolution settings.

In order to illustrate the advantages of our system composed of cells with
non-uniform softness settings, we also run the algorithm with uniform softness
settings (which is the case in state-of-the-art systems [6-10]). This result is also
plotted in Figure 4(b). As this plot makes clear, the geometric accuracy of the
output with uniform softness settings is always lower compared to the case with
non-uniform softness settings. This demonstrates the increased capabilities of
the system with non-uniform softness settings to approximate shapes at lower
resolution and with higher geometric accuracy.

Algorithm validation in physics-based simulation
To further validate the output of the algorithm in a physically more accurate en-
vironment, we feed the obtained cell sequences for the ten benchmarks into SCS.
We then asses the error between the Matlab prediction and the physics-based
simulation. Figure 6 shows an example of the difference between Matlab and
SCS output. Figure 7 plots the quantified accumulated error when increasing
the number of cells. As the figure makes clear, there is a linear increase of the
accumulated error with each added cell. This error has two potential sources.
First, because of the non-linear interactions between folding cells and the in-
terpolation used to approximate this process in Matlab, some error occurs with
each fold. Second, because of energy drift in the physics-engine (i.e. there is a
gradual change in the total energy of a closed system over time, due to numerical
integration artifacts that arise with the use of a finite time step [15]), there is
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Fig. 4. (a) Calculation of geometric accuracy, (b) geometric accuracy of the algorithm’s
output for ten randomly generated benchmarks when allowing either a uniform or a
non-uniform cell softness distribution.
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Fig. 5. Algorithm output to match the target shape of a snail. (a) Target, (b) output
with resolution of 50 cells, (c) output with resolution of 200 cells.

additional error introduced at every computational step.
Finally, we compute the geometric accuracy of the result of the self-assembly

process in the physics-based simulation. The result is plotted in Figure 7(c).
Despite the linear increase of accumulated error between Matlab and SCS, the
geometric accuracy of the physics-based simulation remains high and follows the
same profile as the Matlab prediction. Thus, from this result we conclude that
the algorithm, despite its simplistic modeling, is capable of predicting sequences
that fold with a relatively high accuracy into desired target shapes.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented an iterative search method that finds a linear
chain of soft cells that self-folds into a target 2-D shape. We evaluated the algo-
rithm’s capability of approximating diverse shapes by measuring the geometric
accuracy for randomly generated benchmarks. As we have shown, the algorithm’s
output reaches high geometric accuracy both in Matlab and in a physics-based
simulation environment.

The algorithm presented here is well-suited to be combined with a space-
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Fig. 6. Example of difference between Matlab prediction and physics based simulation
environment. (a) Target, (b) Matlab prediction, (c) SCS simulation.
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filling algorithm such as the one presented in [7]. Then, a robot’s morphology
may be automatically constructed by approximating its surface using the method
described here and by specifying the required filling of the body (for instance ac-
cording to functional constraints such as weight, etc.). In the future, by stacking
2-D building blocks on top of each other, this principle could be further extended
to the third dimension.

The results in this paper present a cornerstone in our progression towards
an automatic method to design and self-assemble complex soft modular robots,
because this allows for automating the step of finding a cell sequence for a tar-
get morphology while exploiting the soft characteristics of our system. As this
method allows one to obtain robotic structures with high morphological com-
plexity from a small number of components, we believe that it will be possible
to create functionally complex, self-assembling robots that are well-adapted to
a given task or environment.
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